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About HOPZERO
HOPZERO is an Exfiltration Prevention solutions developer. Audits and proactive security 
solutions allow companies to protect their private data. HOPZERO products are managed with a 
unified SaaS management platform providing enterprise wide visibility and safe data 
containment policy enforcement. HOPZERO security systems eliminates complexity and training 
gaps normally associated with enterprise systems. 
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Learn more about Exfiltration Prevention and Data Containment at https://hopzero.com/Recorder

DATA SHEET | HOPZERO SMART SESSION RECORDER

Smart Session Recorder includes all the 

HOPZERO SaaS Auditor. Get graphical geo 

maps and export data to create custom 

reports.

“Smart Logs Improve Compliance”

 DataTravel™ Security

Smart Session Recorder

The Smart Session Recorder (SSR) is an on premise or cloud virtual security appliance with licensing that includes the SaaS Auditor 

product. HOPZERO’s SSR provides unattended real-time operation for compliance standards logging and actionable exfiltration 

alarms.  Alarms can be configured to send to central security consoles, making visualization map viewing optional – however, seeing 

where data is traveling enables rapid understanding, and HOPZERO’s deep security research tools provide motivation to use it 

regularly.  The SSR renders graphical presentation of the current attack surface and  “a picture is worth a thousand logs”. 

Knowing where your data is going at all times of the day or night is your ticket to peace of 

mind. The Smart Session Recorder puts eyes on every server session, continuously auditing 

where your data is traveling.

Logging every communication session provides compliance with NIST, GDPR, HIPAA, PCI, DoD, and all security standards. Concise 

logs add security research enhancements, building smart logs to include the Who, What, When, Where and Why. Smart logs help 

differentiate a sophisticated state sponsored actor from a lone script kitty hacker. Speed, distance, latency and volume combi ned 

with threat intelligence lookups, build a powerful risk score, zeroing in on material risks. DataTravel™ Compliance Logging exports to 

Excel, Splunk, LogZilla or ELK Elastic Search. Integrating raw device event logs brings user session context with HOPZERO’s enhanced 

smart security & performance session metrics. Actionable alarms notify of an attempt made to access vital data from outside the 

Sphere of Trust™.  The system integrates with other vendors and  has features to collaborate across organization lines.

Only IP address meta-data is collected or stored by our products. SSR with Auditor rapidly validates actual or potential exfiltration 

proving an organization’s effective security or reveals data leaks. All meta-data is encrypted in transit and at rest. 
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Exceeds NetFlow, Security & Performance Tools
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